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ADACTIN SOFTWARE
TRAINING TESTIMONIAL
THE ROADMAP OF GETTING INTO THE IT FIELD

The background

Kanad was born and raised in India. He completed his
Bachelor of Engineering degree (Computer Science)
from India and his MSc in computer networks from
London in 2004.
After having a career in animation, starting a Café and
owning a distribution business. Kanad found himself
wanting a shift in industries to a technology related role
in-line with his studies, this led him to begin his IT
journey.
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a new journey
begins

In 2019, Kanad relocated to Sydney and saw this as an
opportunity, “excited with this new chapter in my life"
and "eager to start a new career in Australia" but wasn't
sure where to start. A friend’s wife recommended him
“to enrol with Adactin” for one of their training
programs.
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Kanad and Adactin
Professional Manual
Testing Program

Kanad called Adactin for a complimentary training consultation with their experienced consultants. With no prior
experience in testing, he was advised to enrol in the Professional Manual Testing Program (PMTP) course at Adactin. A
foundation course for professionals with little or no experience who want to enter into the IT field.
This course covers topics like manual testing, Jira/Zephyr tools, practical assessments, introduction to automation, agile
methodologies and much more.
“This was a natural fit for me because I had no previous experience with testing. I needed a foundation course and was
excited,” said Kanad.
“What was a little nerve-racking initially was the idea of going back to studying after 14 years gap from my previous
Master’s degree. But the well-structured course and excellent support from Adactin technical mentors soon replaced the
daunting challenge to an exciting learning experience” he further added.
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What was next?
The Traineeship Program

With the foundation and functional certification under
his belt, the natural step forward is to prepare yourself
for the workforce and this was when Kanad enrolled for
the second step at Adactin the popular 2-month
Traineeship Program.
It is a structured program and an extension to
classroom training providing participants with the
opportunity to further develop their software testing
skills via project experience. With added benefits of
workshops on interview skills, technical tools, resume
preparation resource, mock interview, access to
technical mentors and much more.
“Apart from the projects, the program was very proactive in the sense we got as much we put into it, this
enabled me to focus on learning what I enjoyed and had
me exploring new concepts in testing. Another value
boost of the program was the grooming support directly
throughout the program from top management”, Kanad
said.
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A new chapter with
a New Job

Amidst the current global economic and health
environmental conditions, Kanad was fortunate enough
to land a full-time job as a Functional tester with work
from home arrangements in May 2020.
"All thanks to the great people behind Adactin. To
anyone who is considering to enter into the IT industry,
regardless of your experience or lack of it, I would
highly recommend you to consider Adactin Group.
However, my only word of caution is to be prepared to
work.” he said.

get in contact

For more information or a training consultation to start
your IT Journey today, please contact us via the
methods below.

training@adactin.com

0469360403

